
ACP 127/126 FORMAT STRUCTURE 

As a note, this is updated information that supersedes all previous information I presented on this 

subject. The purpose is to keep everyone updated on format procedures pertaining to sending traffic 

outside of our region. The changes are applicable to the ACP 126 format that is encrypted in a ACP 127 

message.  The ACP 126 format as previously presented is allowable with in the region. This 

demonstration will use the Automated Message Terminal (AMT) program, as it is one of the best tools 

we currently have for message formatting, to illustrate the updated method. 

The following 9 screens will demonstrate all the sequences in the message structure of a 126/127 

message.  

 I have attached message #005 from ComEx 16-2. Message #005 is a Request for Information (RI). This 

message will be used as the subject to format your message response (RRI). I hope this will give 

everyone a better view of an actual message response that can be used for future exercises.  

Open the attachment, decrypt Message #005 then read the request RI. Dead Hand is requesting weather 

information as follows “IDENTIFY ALL CLASS B, C AND D AIRPORTS IN THE REGION IN WHICH THE 

FOLLOWING WEATHER INFORMATION CAN BE OBTAINED BY NON-INTERNET MEANS. EXCLUDE ALL 

AIRPORTS WITHIN A 100 KM RADIUS OF AN AIRPORT IN WHICH CURRENT INFORMATION IS ALREADY 

REPORTED” 

SCREEN #1 

The RI is requesting weather information; you follow the instructions and retrieve the information 

requested.  Then go into your AMT program and click on USMTF, then WXOBS.  Next, go to the left hand 

side of the screen and find SOURCE and highlight ASOS..   This will put you in the correct format. You are 

ready to insert your information as shown in Screen #1. Once completed, click PREVIEW and review your 

work. Then highlight and copy your information in the Preview Message box, go to the upper bar and 

click on RI/RRI and paste the information into the message area (under GENTEXT/REQUEST RESPONSE). 

Now go to Screen #2. 
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SCREEN #2 

 

Moving to the RI/RRI format section of your AMT program, you can start your response RRI. On the left 

side bar, under FORMAT, highlight RRI to setup the proper format. The information you copied from the 

Preview Message Box and pasted in to the GENTEXT/REQUEST RESPONSE box should look like the 

above. Following the example, fill in the information on your screen.  

Take note of the 3rd line starting with REF/, this line references the original RI message #005. This allows 

the receiver of your RRI to identify the original message. Click on the down arrow open and pick RI. 

Next, under UNIQUE RI OR PLA……  type in the originator from the original RI (UHXXXV/Dead Hand) as 

shown above which includes the Routing Indicator and Plain Dressed name.  

Next under REFERENCE DTG, type in the Year, Month and Day of Message #005 and in next box type 05; 

the message number. Preview your work and if it all looks good, click SEND TO ACP and go to Screen #3 

below. 

NOTE: This RRI step can be optional if, for example, you receive a request but not as a formal RI. Then 

the information in Screen #1 can be sent to ACP directly.  
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SCREEN #3 

In Screen #3, you will setup your AMT program to format your ACP 126 message. Highlight ACP 126 and 

PLAINDRESS on the left hand side bar. You will need to fill in lines 2 and 3, which will be used in the 127 

format.  Why? Because the program requires it.  

In Line 2, type in the Routing Indicator from the originator of message #005.  

Next, in line 3, type in your Routing Indicator (this can be found in the Routing Indicator manual).  In 

advance, I placed my Serial Number 038 in the SR# box, that also autofill’s the SR# on line 1.  

In line 5, pick your PRECEDENCE, the DTG will autofill if you check the box after the year (great tool).  

Line 6 is the FROM line and you should always type in MARS STATION AFA9??.  

Line 7 is the TO line; type in the same ROUTING INDICATOR and PLAINDRESS ADDRESS or call sign (you 

used from the original RI), and where the message is going to (in this case, the Originator of message 

#005). 

Preview your work and go to Screen #4. 
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SCREEN #4 

 

Preview your 126 message as shown in Screen #4, then in the Preview screen (YOU WILL HAVE TO 

INSERT A SECURITY WARNING INTO YOUR MESSAGE) above the R 151546Z MAY 2016 type the Security 

Warning (ZNY EEEEE). 

You have completed your 126 message ready for the next step; formatting your ACP 127.  

Highlight your message as shown in Screen #4 Preview Message (everything below lines 1 and 2) and 

copy. Now go to Screen #5. 

REMEMBER THAT THIS IS AN ACP 126 MESSAGE FOR OUTSIDE OUR REGION WHICH DIFFERS FROM AN 

IN REGION ACP 126 MESSAGE. 
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SCREEN #5 

 

In this step you will need to encrypt your 126 message, so open your Off-Line TranSec program and 

paste the data from AMT into the PLAINTEXT box and encrypt your 126 message.  Copy your encryption 

in the CIPHERTEXT box and go to Screen #6. 

Remember to use the current KEY INDEX when you encrypt your message. 

Remember your GROUP COUNT you will need in the next step. 
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SCREEN #6 

 

In this step you will complete your 127 message. First paste the 126 encrypted message in Line #12 

BODY. On the left hand side bar, highlight ACP 127Supl and Format CODRESS. Note the structure of your 

message has changed.  

Line #1, 2 and 3 are prefilled when you were setting up your 126 message.   

For Line #4 SECURITY WARNING, use the drop down arrow and pick ZNR UUUU.  

In Line #5, pick your PRECEDENCE using the down arrow, the DTG will auto fill to the current time if 

autofill box is checked. Type ZYG in the OP SIGS box .  

In Line #10 type the GROUP COUNT from the Off-Line TranSec program. 

Go to Screen #7. 
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SCREEN #7 

 

Preview your work and save it into NOTEPAD. 

Screen #8 and #9 are the two options that you have to send your digital message. If you decide to use 

AMT as your sending source you must have your MS-DMT program running at the same time and linked 

by the Virtual Port Manager program. In AMT, click the SEND TO TX button in the upper left hand corner 

as in the above Screen and go to Screen #8. 

Your other option is to use MS-DMT as your sending source. You will need to copy your message from 

the Preview Message Screen and paste it into your MS-DMT program, go to Screen #9 
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SCREEN #8 

 

Move to RX/TX, your message is now in the TRANSMIT DATA box ready to send. Notice the RATE and 

INTERLEAVE on the right hand side; they need to match your MS-DMT program as these programs are 

symbiotic. Now send your message by clicking on the TEXT under your message. 
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SCREEN #9 

 

If you are using MS-DMT as your transmitting source, paste your message from AMT into the TRANSMIT 

box. You are now ready to send.  

It is good to scroll through your message before you send making sure the copy and pasting is without 

error. 

 

 

I hope this information was clear and understandable. There are portions of the message structure 

127/126 combination that are particular to only sending both these message formats together. Please 

contact me if you have questions or comments. 

Leo AFA9LL 

 


